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RICE CULTIVATION

No precise date has so far been available about the time when Koreans sta¡ted the
cultivation of rice in the Maritime Region. In a previous account it was mentioned that it
began in 1905,189 but according to another source it started in 1913.190 Some are even of
the opinion that at the beginning of the 1860s there were some vestiges of rice cultivation
by Koreans in the Maritime Region.l9l From the above it is believed that Koreans started
to cultivate rice more or less regularly between 1905 and 1913.

Rice cultivation is perhaps the most significant cultural activity which Koreans have
propagated in Central Asia after their migration from the Soviet Far East. Rice cultivation
is of course practised in other areas of the Soviet Union besides Cennal {s1s.192 l¡ ¡þs

Soviet Union much effort has been given to the greater production of rice by reclaiming
virgin land, developing new rice-srains, adopting the cultivation of rice during altemating
years and applying trust management, etc, and incentives for better production have been
given to sovkhozes and kolkhozes. Among the a¡eas of rice cultivation, Kazakhstan and

Uzbekistan occupy a central position and, despite the mixture of tens of different
nationalities, Koreans still play the most essential role in rice cultivation in this area. In the
following, the position of rice cultivation mainly by Koreans in Cenral Asia is treated.
3.

l.

General situation of rice cultivation

According to a statemen¡in Lenin Kichi,"At present, rice occupies the leading position
in the list of main crops in the cereal production area apporrioned by the Republic."l93 l¡
other words rice has become one of the main crops in the Soviet Union.
3.1.1. Background

Rice production in the Soviet Union

in 1983 was about 3 million ronnes, of which
800,000 tonnes (26,70/o) were produced in Kazakhst¿¡¡1e4 3¡d 500,000 ronnes (16J7o)
in Uzbekistan.l95Thus nearly half of the total quantity of rice produced in the Soviet
union comes from Central Asia and the main producers are Koreans. Although on a very
small scale, rice had been cultivated in this area even before the Koreans moved to Central
Asia in 1937.ln 1928 several dozen Korean families migrated from the Maritime Region
to the environs of the city of Kzyl-orda beside the River Syr Darya in present-day
Kazakhstan, a hot region called at that time South Russia, and organized the first rice
f¿vms Khazriz and International.196 This was the beginning of rice cultivation by
Koreans in Central Asia, which they continued after their migration in 1937. Among the

migrants, Kim Man-sam (cf.

ill.

19 and 20) was known as the mosr famous rice
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culrivator, who had worked on the Avangard Sovkhoz. Kim taught rice cultivation to
Ibrai Sahayev, a member of the Kzyltu Sovkhoz. It means that Koreans have propagated
rice growing culrure among the Turkic peoples. For this reason Kzyl-Orda is called ¡he
"Rice Capital" in Kazakhstan.
The 1940s did not favour the spread of rice cultivation because most energy was
given to the war effort. However, since the 1950s the Soviet Union began to concentrate
on rice cultivation in order to increase cereal production. This was a part of its
comprehensive policy in 1954 to change the vast barren virgin lands in the central and
northern part of Kazakhstan into crop-producing farmland. The area of Kazakhstan is
2,71'l ,300 ¡¡¡2, which means that it is more than ten times larger than the Korean

peninsula. The development of farmland in this region was not only aimed at rice
cultivation but also at developing plantations of cotton and sugar-beet, etc.
According to official Soviet statistics, in 1960, the area of rice paddies was 95,000
hecrares but by 1972 it had increase.d to 462,000 hectares. In an anicle entitled "Bases
for Rice Cuhivation" V. Duzenko, a senior scientific worker and agronomist at the
Kazakb Rice Cultivation Science Research Institute, described how rice cultivation had
been started in the southern and south-eastern oblasts of Kazakhstan where the earth was
salty, because rice can even be grown in saline soil and still produce a good harvest, and
it simultaneously eliminates the salinity of the land.l9t In 1954 in Kazakhstan, there were

in total 29,000 hectares of rice paddies, of which 27,500 hecta¡es were in Kzyl-Orda
Oblast.

From 196l the area for rice cultivation began to expand, and in 1966 two main
organizations for rice cultivation, i.e. The General Di¡ectorate for the Construction of Rice
Cultivating Sovkhozes and The General Directorate for the Construction of (he River) Ili
Irrigation Canals were established, which, in 1974, were amalgamated under The General
Directorate for the Construction of Rice Cultivating Sovkhozes. According to this
programme, e.g. in the area of Kzyl-Orda, as a result of the completion of the irrigation
system and farmland management, eight large rice cultivating sovkhozes were
established. Rice is not cultivated in all of the l9 oblasts of Kazakhstan, but principally in
the four southem ones: Taldy-Kurgan, Alma-Ata, Chimkent and Kzyl-Orda.
The northernmost area of rice cultivation in Central Asia is located in the Balkhash
Rayon along the River Ka¡atal near the southern part of Lake Balkhash in Taldy-Kurgan
Oblast, i.e. on the Bakbaktinskíy $qykþez.le8 Rice cultivation in Uzbekistan was started
at the beginning of the 1960s along the Amu Darya River mainly on the southern coast of
the Aral Sea. It means that the Karakalpak ASSR and Khorezm Oblast occupy an
important position. In the Karakalpak ASSR special rice cultivation sovkhozes a¡e known
ro exisr. In Uzbekistan in Syr-Darya Oblast which borders on the Chardara area, rice
cultivation has recently been recently started. In Turkmenia to the North of Amu Darya,
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i.e.

in

the northem pan of Tashauz Oblast and in Tadzhikistan, rice is cultivated in a few

n¡s¡5.199

3.1.2. Method of cultivation

In recent publications in Korean in Central Asia, the term monaigi 'transplantation of
young rice-plants' is rarely seen. But in an article in Lenin Kichi on October 27, 1983,
about Kim Küm-yöng who is working on the famous Politotdel Kolkhoz on the outskhts
of Tashkent, ir is mentioned that in his childhood he transplanted young rice-plants and

Kim is over
in the Far East.

weeded the paddy-field white helping his parents. Judging from the fact that

60 years old,

it is presumed

that this habit might have been used

Nowadays instead of 'transplanting young rice-plants' an expression 'sowing rice seed'
is used in Central Asia. But this does not denote rice cultivation in dry fìelds which is
only rarely found in Korea; on the contrary this description is understood to mean the
growing of rice in paddies by broadcasting the rice-seeds without carrying out. monaigi.
Stating that there exist two ways to bud rice, Cang Valentin, agronomist and senior

researcher

of the Kazakh Rice Cultivation

Science Reserarch Institute r¡/rote

as

follows:2oo
"The soil conditions of Kzyl-Orda Oblast in fact proved to guarantee a high production of rice
whcn all the rice seeds are germinated beiwccn May I and 25. Taking this fact into account it is
important to combinq two diffcrcnt methods; planting seeds in the early spring deeply and
watcring directly after having sown them. Normally úcy are sown at a dcpth of 1.5-2 cm. Thc
essence of sowing them in the early spring lies in the carying out of sowing when the
æmperature of thc ground at a depth of l0 cm reaches 8oC. Rice seeds sown at a depth of 4-6 cm
will burgeon from thc moisture stored in ground,"

Kang Viktor, an advanced rice cultivator of the Sovkhoz named after Pravda in TaldyKurgan Oblast, Kazakhstan, relates his experienc€s as follows:2ol
"The water level should be adjustcd dircctly aftcr having sown the seeds. When water has been
absorbcd by thc paddies, and that which is left is let out the paddy-ficld bcds arc cxposed to üe
sunshine, At that time weeds begin to grow quickly. Whcn thc rice secds have sprouted and sta¡t
rr grow, we fill the paddics with watcr, Thc rice plants survive but the weeds perish under waær.
Afrcr wc have adju.stcd the level of water, the bank of the paddy should bc clcarcd. If too many
reeds grow on the bank of the paddy, a shadow will bc formed and hinder the growth of rice."

V. Duzenko writes in his article entitled "On the Agronomic Technique in Rice
Sowing"

Seed

¿5 fellelar5;2O2

seeds a¡c carcfully chosen by an effective selecting machine. In order to insure a
high pcrccntage of sprouting, they are exposed to sunshine about two days before sowing. They
are trcatcd with ammonium sulphaæ. This provides us with a possibility lo rcducc wceds. On thc
sovkhozes rice is usually planted in a rectangular shape. The advanced method of rice planting is
designed to yield, on averagc,2.5 ccntners more rice per hectare.203 ... Currentty, the normâl
quantity of ricc planæd pcr hcctare is 210-240 kg. Seeds are sown in the watery paddy insæad of

"At the farm,

being submerged."
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This means that in Central Asia rice seeds are sown by broadcasting them in the watery
paddy between May I and 25 and then water is supplied ro rhe paddy. This is completely
different from the rice-plant transplantion in Korea.204
Lenin Kichi also mentions that ammonium sulphate and organic fertilizers are used

with about one tonne per hectare.2o5 V. Duzenko also writes the following about
fg¡ill¿s¡5;206
"On the sovkhoz following the advice of scientists of the Kazakhstan Rice Cultivation Science
Rcsearch Cenlre and lhc cxpcricnces of advanced rice cultivators, fcrtilizers are applied to rice
paddics and fields of rice undcr altcrnating cultivation. Thc quantity of fcrtiliz.er is determinul by
the condiúon ofsoil fertility and how much ricc has bcen sown. Before the ears start to f¡ll out,
nilrogcnous fertilizer should bc givcn to the paddy fields as a final measure. If ferl.ilizcrs are
appl¡ed prematurcly or excessively to ficlds, it would re.sult in poor harvcsts. In other words the
ricc will malure slowly, thc rice salks u/ill grow too tall and thus be susceptiblc to the wind
and lodgc. There will be many unripened rice ears in this casc. All the.se will dclay thc harvest
time a little. On the sovkhoz ammonium sulphatc is uscd on normal paddics. Ammonia nitrogen
will be broadcast on ficlds wherc the ca¡s of rice do not grow wclt and become yellow. ... And the
waler level should be accuralely adjusted in paddy ficlds. lf fertilizers arc applicd to wet paddies or
paddies full of watcr, good results would not bc achieved."

Sonretimes aeroplanes are said to be used in applying ferrilizers. On Bakbaktinskiy
sovkhoz in Alma-Ata oblast, zinc fertilizer has begun to be used on the advice of
scientists, which increases rice harvests by 3-5 centners per hectare in saline spils.2o?
To eradicate weeds, herbicides are used. while the rice is growing, the most
important task in summer is said to be the supply of correctly adjusted amounts of water

to the paddies. In an article entitled "Advanced Rice cultivators", Li Andrey
Yemsanovich, who has been cultivating rice for more than l5 years in Taldy-Kurgan
Oblast was presented and his experiences described ¿s fsttq\¡/s¡2O8
"Li Andrey and members of his tcam, who are well experienccd in rice cultivation, waged a ænse
strugglc for a better harvest throughout thc wholc summer. He carrics a ruler and thermomctcr to
meâsure thc water level of paddics and the temperaturc of the air. He uses all his efforts to lower
the water lcvcl when the day time tcmperature is less than 25oC and to supply more water whcn
it is higher than 25oC."

In central Asia, the rice is harvested, in the

case of an early harvest, from around August
25, but the usual harvest time is in late September and early October. Ir is harvested in the
following way: firstly the paddies are drained, secondly the rice stalks are reaped by
combine-harvesters and 2-3 days afrer that, when the rice is dry, threshing begins. The

harvest differs widely according to the area and variety of seeds. The centner is used as
the unit for counting the quantity

ofrice.
In the 1950s in Kzyl-Orda Oblast, the production of rice was 30-35 cenrners per
hectare, which increased to 50 centners in 1960. According to V. Duzenko in the case of
Kazakhstan, the area ofrice planted in 1970 was 81,300 hectares and the average yield
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33.7 centners, while the corresponding numbers in 1983 were 134,000 hectares and 47.5
centners respectively.20e Han Vladimir, economist and party secretary of the Uzbek Rice

Cultivation Science Research Institute, wrote that the average production of rice in
Uzbekistan was 48-50 centners in 1983, which was higher than the average yield in the
Soviet Union.210
3.1.3. Difficulties and problems
Even if rice cultivation in the Soviet Union is fairly well mechanized, natural phenomena
cause unexpected difhculties, and problems arise due to varying s6¡ditie¡s.2ll
Since rice cultivation requires a large amount 'water, and in Central Asia the water
supply for this is largely based on the inigation system, water is one of the most
important factors. A water shortage causes severe loss of harvests. In 1983 in Kzyl-Orda
Oblast in Kazakhstan, difficulties arose because of the water shortage; at the time when
the rice was about to flower, the temperature rose to 40-46oC damaging the function of
the pollen, and then severe winds flattened the rice stalks to the ground.2l2In 1982 in the
Karakalpak ASSR in Uzbekistan, \r/ater pumps were mobilized due to the water shortage.
In order to solve this problem, a new method of reusing water was introduced by
pumping it back to paddies, in many areas. In 1986 the water problem in Khorezm Oblast
in Uzbekistan was so severe that, for example, on rheYangiary,t Sovkhoz water began to
flow into paddies as late as at the beginning ofJune. On the Begovat Sovkhoz only 3O7o
of the water needed could be supplied. The shortage of water is the main obstacle to the
production of more crops all svs¡ lJ¿þskls¡a¡.213

Lenin Kichi quite frequently reports about difficulties in rice cultivation due to the
freakish weather in Central Asia. The weather conditions in spring 1984 in Uzbekistan
were said to have been unfavourable to rice cultivation. Also in the Karatal area of TaldyKurgan Oblast in Kazakhstan at the end of May, 1983, when the ears of rice were about

to sprout, a cold wind blew and it even hailed, whioh meant the rice seeds had to be
resown.2l4 In 1986 in the same area, the spring weather was not good and the
temperature was too low when the crops were ripening. At the peak harvest time it even
rained heavily seven times. In the Kumsangir Rayon in the Tadzhik SSR, the weather
was extremely changeable in 1986, hot wind blew and it rained heavily altemately, which
is not at all suitable for rice cultivation. The Surkhob Sovkhoz in Tadzhikistan suffered
from heavy rain and strong winds in spring lÇSJ, ¡lss.2ls
In Khorezm Oblast in Uzbekistan, cieserts were turned into rice paddies, which
required specinl care, in other words the moving of earth from other places. Saline land
has also been a problem. For example, on the Sovkhoz named after the 50th Anniversary
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of the October Revolution, 1,000 hectares of saline land have been reclaimed as rice
paddies during the last five years and in Tadzhikistan there exisrs a special PaddyWashing $çvþþe2.2r6 Earthquakes can cause problems
in Kulyab Oblast in Tadzhikist¡¡ i¡ tp$J.217

for

rice cultivation as happened

The quality of rice sold to the state is also a matter to which more attenrion has to be paid.
Rice cultivating enterprises eam annually 25-30 million roubles of profit in Kazakhstan.
The average amount during the l lth five-year plan was 28 million roubles a yea¡, i.e,294

roubles per hectare. But if the quality of the rice sold were better, then rice cultivators
would have eamed more. Almost half of the rice which was sold during the I lth flrve-year
plan was mixed with small motes and wild millet. According to the examination, the
percentage of small motes and wild millet was l27o or more. For example, of the whole
amount of rice which was sold to the state in 1985, 258.4 thousand tonnes were mixed

with2Vo motes and 26.4 thousand tonnes with as much as 4%o.The rice produced in the
Dzhalagash Rayon of Kzyl-Orda Oblast in panicularlflas rather mixed with other things,
which has meant that the selling price was 31.07 roubles lower than the fixed price per
tonne, creating a loss of about two million roubles.

In order to obtain better results the chief of the economy and production departrnent
of the Kazakh Rice cultivation science Research Institute, K.sydykov, candidate of
Economic Sciences, suggests the following measures:
- sowing rice at a suitable time,
- the use of a fixed quantiry of nitrogen fertilizer,
- the use of a herbicide ar rhe right time,
- ha¡vest should commence when the moisturc of the grain is2}-25% and
should be completed within a limited time,
- tbreshing can best be done when rhe moisture of the grain is 16-19%o,
- selecting grains is one of the most important processes in rice production.
The state accepts a quality of rice which contains at most lOVo of crops other than rice,
5Vo of motes and l97o moisture. But rice sold to the state often contains l0-137o
moisture with broken g;rains.2l8
3.2. Agriculrural method

In Lenin KichÍ the term 'brigade trust system' is quite often mentio¡sd.2l9 l¡ lv¿g
advised that this system should be introduced in rice cultivation also. It had originally
been adopted for the improvement of production in manufacturing fìrms and farm
management in the Soviet Union. The term collective trust system' has also been used
and it is understood to have almost ¡he same meaning as the former terrn. This system
denotes that a contract between the administrative authority and production workers is
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entered into about the quality and quantity of products, worken receiving their wages on
the basis of a subcontract. In other words, workers are not paid a regular salary for their
work as before, but are compensated according to the results of their work.
The basic direction taken and to be taken in the economic and social development of
the Soviet Union between 1981-1985 and until 1990 is said to be "to improve the
organization of labour and production by taking advantage of completely advanced
experiences. The effectiveness of the productivity of the soil, the utilization of materials,
funds and labour resources should be noticeably enhanced."220 fls1rysuer, the
introduction of this type of labour system into manufacturing firms and farm management
has been, if we cite the expression from Central Asia, "carried out slowly". That is to say,
despite the relatively long time span since the introduction of this system it has not being
practised efhciently.
At the present time, the number of working brigades on sovkhozes and kolkhozes in
the soviet union applying this system is thought to exceed 30,000. In farm management
those who work by this system produce l0-20Vo more per unit, which can accordingly

increase labour productivity by l530fo, In the case of rice cultivation the rate of
mechanization is said to be very high in working brigades and teams. In the change to the
collective trust system, one of the factors to be considered is the principle of the
independent accounting system, the reason for which is explained as follows:
",.. In a brigade working according to thc indcpendent âccounting systcm, higher work
perfomances by small numbers of workers are demanded, becausc the remuneration they rcccive
dcpends on the final rcsult of úe work. And each mcmber of the brigade necds to have skills in
related lìelds and to clcvate his professional ¿þili1lss. ..."221

This system is known for the fact that each men:ber of the brigade carries responsibility
for the sectors assigned, which fosters a sense of collectiveness and land ownership. For
example, by applying this system the yield of the rice harvest increased twofold to 65
centners per hectare during the last ten years, and the unit cost of rice production was
reduced from 20.7 roubles to I I in ss¡¡s çs5s5.222
Another reason for the introduction of this system is to solve the question of the
labour shortage. When 30 farmers were needed to cultivate 400 hectares of rice paddies
previously, after the introduction of the collective trust system one mechanized brigade
consisting of 15-18 persons could cultivate the same ¿¡rea successfully. Since farmers get
wages on the basis of final results, it is said that they are motivated to work more quickly
than before. Furthermore machines that they have devised have proved their usefulness,

e.g. a rotating rice-seed sower. By using this new machine the following result has
apparently

þs¡

6þ¡ai¡ed¡223

"... This keeps the sccds sown in the paddics. In the past due to the failure of compacting thc soil
after sowing the seeds, thcy floaæd ûo the surface when waßr was let in. But this weakne,ss has
now bcen cotrected. ..."
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On some sovkhozes it was reported that a'home brigade system' had been introduced'
like
For example in the sovkhoz named af¡er Pravda in Taldy-Kurgan Oblast, machines
It was
combines and tractofs are checked and repaired on the basis of this system.
lvanovich,
Gennadiy
Li
centre,
repair
tractor
of
the
understood that in 1986 the chief
guaranteed full movement of machines' which is important for rice cultivation' This
system is said to work very effectively.22a

Another method recommended in cultivating rice fields is the'rice paddies alternating
cultivation'. Simply put, this means that rice paddies should be cultivated alternately with
rice and orher crops because the fertility of the soil is reduced when rice is cultivated in the
same paddy continuously. It is a way to fertilize rice pnddies, as well as being another
way to improve the productivity and quality of rice. This method is also considered to be
important for stock breeding fodder.
At the Uzbek Rice Cultivation Science Research Institute, a modern method for
alternating cultivation was devised by scientists working in this field. This method is
closely linked with rhe rechnical irrigation system. But Lenin Kicl¡i writes that this
method has not been well applied according to the progra¡¡¡¡s.225 In one case in the
Karakalpak ASSR, rice had been cultivated in the same paddy for more than 15 years,
which caused problems such as the decrease of rice productivity and quality, as well as
allowing weeds to flourish. This happened due to continuous cultivation in one place,
despite the fact thar mineral fertilizers were supplied sufficiently, and machines had
improved over the last six Years.
As for the other crops to be used in the paddies in this alternating cultivation, maize
and luserne are considered to be suitable. On the Oktyabr'sovkhoz in the Chimbay
Rayon of the Karakalpak ASSR, rice production is known to have greatly increased when
lucerne was grown for two years and after this rice was cultivated. The increase,
compared with cases 3-5 years ago, was 14.7 centners per hectare in paddies where
fertilizers r¡/ere not used and 16.3 centners in those that had been fertilized. One
precaution musr be taken when alternating cultivation is introduced and that is that mineral
fertilizers should be applied according to the nature of crops. Otherwise the period of
plant growth will be delayed and the crop will lodge.
Despite the above-mentioned advantages! there has been some reluctnnce in adopting

alternating cultivation, the reasons for which have been analyzed as firstly, the
underestimation of the importance of this method, i.e. the belief that alternating crops
does not bring rich harvests, and secondly, the slow progress in the improvement of the
present irrigation system.22ó
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3.3. Efforts for thc irnprovenrent of ricc cultivars

In the Republics of Central Asia constant effo¡'ts have bccn r¡racle in order to inrprove the
rice cultivars. The rice cultivars which scientists are tr)'ing to develop are those which
have a short growing periocl, thick ears and sturdy stalks which do not lodge easily. In
the Sovict Union thcre are, in all, 29 cultivars which have becn adapted to local con<iitions
¿rnd cultivated. Arnong the cultivars bred in the 1980s the following can bc ¡nentionecl:

Stort, Spalchik, Zhentclruzhn\y, Solnechnl,y, Kubn

¿tn<J

around ten others. These

cultivars do not lodge easily and in fairly good weather can give al¡nost 100 centncrs per
hcctare, according tcl thc opinion of specialists even 160 centners iuc possible.227
3.3.1 . Uzbckistan

The Uzbek Rice Cultivation Science Rese¿rrch Institute exists as an cxcrnpl:rry organ for
the resea¡ch of cultivars. There are 47 rcsearchers working at the institute, of whom nrore
than 607o are ntembers of the Communist Party, of thenr 2l are university graduatcs and
there are six fen.rale rcscarchers. Specialists in this field are trainecl in such a way that
university graduates practice rese¿uch ¡nethods by attending courses at the institute. More

than ten senior researchers, who guide junior researchers, are working at thc institute.
The most outstanding person at the institutc is Ko Moisey, Canclidate of Agricultural
Sciences and chief of the departmcnt of technical processes of rice cultivittion. [Ian
Vladimi¡, Candidate of Econornic Sciences, works as party secretary at the institutc.
Ko Moisey (probably born in 1922) is known to have been working at the institutc
for over 30 years and to h¿rvc written n.ìore than 50 treatises on the propagation of rice
cultiv¿us, as well as having been engagecl in research work that is much rcspected by the
younger generation. He wrote about rice propagation in his article entitled "With the

Cooperoùon of Science" ¡5 follcìws.22s
"... Thc dcvclopntcnt o[ ricc cultivation shoultl not trc attenrptcrl only by enlarging the arca of ricc
cultivation but also by ensuring high yiclds from thc ricc harvesl, which is conncctc{ with thc
application ol comprehcnsivc advanccd agricultural nrcthods, by irnproving thc work of sclecting
sccds in a scicntilic way ancl by brccding new ricc spccics which will bring 100 ccnt¡crs or nìorc
pcr hccLrre and intnrducing them into agricultural pnxluction....,'

The rice seeds which bring such a harvest werc propagated by the institute, and they are
nowadays mostly cultivated in the republics of Central Asi¿r. 'I'he airn is th¿rt the culrivars
now envisaged should produce 95-100 centners per hcctare, that their stalks shoul¿ ¡rot
lodge and whose grains should be large and suitable for n.rachinc harvesting during the
period ofthe I lth five-year plan.

Asforthe historyof

the propagationof

ricespecies,itisknownthatin l939arese¿yclrer,
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N' Kozarev, had deveroped a new cultivar uzros-T
on the basis of the Kyöngjo
cultivar, and that the new one has been
curtivated for about 40 years in surkhandarya
oblast and the Fergana Yalley.22e rhe characteristic
of urros-i is its tolerance to the
cold weather of autumn, with which other
curtivars are not
It has a growing
period

of 130-140 days and has been recorded as producing"on,ouruùr".
75_g0 centners per hectare.
However it has the weakness of rodging
easily. Therefore a new curtivar was developed

from uzros-z by cross-cultivating it
*irt ,i" Japanese Harabosu. This was named
uzros-7-13 and has been cultivated
since r94g in chimkent obrast in Kazakhsran,
as
well as in Tadzhikistan.

In 1959 the rice breeders sin Aleksandr
and N. p. Manannikov developed
a new
cultivar uzros-S9 through cross-breedin g
Lrzros-7-t3 and Krymysara. uzros-s9 is
known to have a growing period
of r2s da"ys and a yield of g0-90
per hectare.
This cultivar was cultivated as early
""nrn"r,
as 1965 in uzbekistan and during
the period between
1976 and 1980 spread into chimkent
oblast in Kazakhstan, Tadzhikiltan and
rurkmenia.

In 1968 sin Areksandr and p. A. pulina
developed a new rice cultivar, uzbekistan_
17 days, produces 65-20 centners
per hectare

5, which has a growing period of l0g-l
and

whose ears have as much as 80-957o
fertility. This curtivar has been cultivated
in the
Tashkent, syr-Darya, Khorezm
obrasts and the Fergana va[ey, as
weil
as
in
the
Karakalpak ASSR of uzbekistan. From
l97g they began ro currivate it in chimkent
oblast in Kazakhstan. It has a rather
brief growing period, it produces a good
harvest,
and it is of high quality with a good
tasre wh'en cooked. Rmonj new
culrivars
developed
in 1983 is Intensivnyy, whose characteristic
is a shon period of growth plus yield
a
of
90 centners per hectare. It can
also be quite easiry machine-harvÃted
due
to
its
sturdy
stalks. The cultivation of this cultivar
ias been staÍed in the Tashkent, syr_Darya
and

Surkhandarya Oblasts.

3.3.2. Kazakhstan
To rhe South of Lake Balkhash in
Kazakhsran, the Ka¡atar Rice Experimental
F;'m (cf.
is located' Here efforts for the i,nprou",n"nt
of rice cultivars have also been carried
out' The director of this farm is Hwang
Aleksandr lvanovich (cf. ill. 22
and23), born in
1907. After having worked for
l4 yeais in deveroping curtivars witrr a high
production
and good taste, he succeeded in introducing
three new cultivars cared Alaku|skiy

ill' 2l)

ill. 24), Ushtobinskiy (cf. ill.

2-5) and

centners per hectare compared

(cf.
ilt. 26). Ata,kcut,sku yields 6g
of the conventional cultivars,

KaÃmt,skiy (cf.

with 32 centners

ushtobinskiy yields 45 centners. It is
known that Hwang is continuing his
research not
only with rice but also with wheat, maize
and other crops at the Kaiakh Agricultural
Institute
named after Williams.
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The Kazakh Rice Cultivation Science Research Institute, where work on the development
of rice cultivars has been carried out, is situated in the 'Rice Capital' of Kazakhstan,

Kzyl-Orda, Marsan is among the cultivars bred at this institute. Marsan has a six
centners per hectare higher yield than Kuban-3, which had been cultivated before. The
cultivar Krasnodarskiy-424 is one of those widely cultivated: it grows more quickly than

Uzros-S9 and has a high yield but, on the other hand, requires a flat level paddy and
well-organized irrigation system. Its cold tolerance is also known to be weaker than

!2¡6-Jps.23o
3.4. Utilization of by-products
Such by-products as straw and rice hull are produced in the process ofrice cultivation. It
was known that until recently, in the Soviet Union, these by-products were burnt. The

chief of the economy and production depaflment of the Kazakh Rice Cultivation Science
Research Insititute, K. Sydykov, dealt with the present situation of the use of these byproducts and their future possibilities in his article entitled "The Process of Utilizing All
the Products of Rice Cultivation".2st
Sydykov states that in rice cultivation straw accounts fot 50Vo of the biological mass,
in the threshing process hull is produce.d making tp 17 -197o of the total quantity, and in
the cleaning process the quantity of bran produced is ll-l3%o. In Kazakhstan rice is
milled at the Rice Cleaning Kombinat in the cities of Kzyl-Orda and Ural'sk and it is
known that the hull produced is sent to the hydrolysis plants in Chimkent. The Kzyl-Orda
Rice Cleaning Kombinat sends 35,000-40,000 tonnes of hull annually to the hydrolysis
plants in Chimkent and Fergana where enzymes for fodder are produced.
Special technical processing is said to be required for the utilization of straw and it is
then used to prepare organic fertilizers. It could also be used as raw material in the
manufacture of high quality paper, but so far in the Soviet Union experiences of this have
remained slight. The powdery feed produced in the milling process, which is called
muchka (< Russian Myqxa, 'bran powder'), is the by-product with the highest

It is known that this feed includes 8-24Vo raw oil, 5-26.87o raw
protein, 5.6-27 .97o cell membran e, 5-l5%o lye and 32-59,27o non-ninogen extract, some
vitamin B and E and components of phosphorus. However, the disadvantage of this rice
feed powder is its rapid rate of hydrolysis due to the high oil content. Because of this
trait, it cannot be kept for long periods and has to be used within a month. For long term
preservation the oils must be extracted from it.
Oil extracted from feed powder is known to be widely used as an edible oil. For this
reason the method of oil extraction is under research in the Soviet Union, however, it is
not yet produced industrially. For example, at the Belorechensk Oil-Extracting Plant in
Krasnoda¡ Kray, an oil-extracting experiment was undertaken according to the method

nutritional value.
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developed by the Krasnodar Technical University, and the result was the production of
56.5 tonnes on average per 24 hours. In the process of the experiment, 30 tonnes of rice
oil were extracted, but this is known to be the only example of this kind.
Currently in Kazakhstan alone, 800,000 tonnes of straw, 30 tonnes of rice hull and
80,000 tonnes of feed powder are produced. Sydykov expresses his opinion as follows:
"... Henceforth, departments for processing by-products should bc dcsigned and built or reconslructed in rice cleaning mills and kombinats, These dcpartments and kombin¿l¡ should form a
joint working process with the rice milling plants and mixcd fced plants. ..."

Koreans in the Soviet Union does not exceed O.lSVo of the total
population. The yield of rice among the total cereal production of the Soviet Union is
estimated at about 1.7?o,i.e.3 million tonnes. Of course it does not mean that all Koreans
in the Soviet Union cultivate rice nor is rice cultivated solely by Koreans. However, it is
an indisputable fact that in the advancement of rice cultivation in the Soviet Union,

The number

of

especially in Central Asia, Koreans have contributed es the main developers.
The importance of rice and its share in the cereal production of the Soviet Union

will

undoubtably grow in future, judging from the fact that rice cultivation is being
continuously extended to places where rice is now considered to be one of the main
cereals. The percentage of the population which eats rice as its basic staple is on the
increase because nationalities for whom rice has not been a staple now consume more
than before.

As a proof of this trend, some years ago a book by K. Sydykov and Z. Makulbayeva
about rice cultivation was published in Kazakhs¡¿¡.232 Various questions about rice
cultivation in Kazakhstan are dealt with in this volume: in Chapter I "The role of
collectivization in the development of rice cultivation", in Chapter II "The situation and
prospects for rice cultivation in Kazakhstan", in Chapter III "The level of collectivization
in rice production by sovkhozes in Kazakhstan" and in Chapter IV "The method of

improving the economic efficiency of rice production under the conditions of
collectivization".
3.5. Main kolkhozes and sovkhozes for rice cultivation led by Koreans233

3.5.1. Kazakhstan

In Kazakhstan rice cultivation is practised in four oblasts: Taldy-Kurgan, Chimkent,
Alma-Ata and Kzyl-Orda.

l. Taldy-Kurgan Oblast
Areas where rice is grown are situated near Lake Balkhash in the area called Karatal.
3.5. 1.
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Since the beginning ofirrigation work, the quantity ofarable land has increased to 7,500
hectares, and 52 million roubles have been invested. During this time four big reservoirs
and a irrigation system 2,126 kilometres long were built. During the first four yean of the

1lth five-year plan, rice production was 94,349 tonnes, which was 14,l2l tonnes more
than during the whole of the l0th five-year plan. In 1984 the yield was on average 46
centners/hectare, while during the first years of rice cultivation, namely at the end of the
1930s, the yield was 12-15 centners and in 1980 35.9 centners. The increase was the
result of the irrigation system. According to Hwang Gennadiy Filippovich, chief of the
agriculture management planning department of the Karatal Rayon, in 1984 for the first
time, more than 20,000 tonnes of rice were sold to the state. In this rayon, the best year
for rice cultivation previous to 1984 was l98l when 19,000 tonnes were sold to the state.
In the Karatal Rayon, there are the following sovkhozes which cultivate rice: the
Sovkhoz named after Pravda, Ushtobinskiy Sovkhoz, and the Experimental Farm named
afler Frunze.In this rayon, the total area of rice cultivation is around 6,000 hectares. The
average yield was 40 centners per hectare

in

1984.

l) Ushtobinskiy Sovkhoz
This sovkhoz was established in 1938 near the River Karatal by seven heroes of socialist
labour as well as others who had received various orders of merit. The manager of the
sovkhoz is öm Afanasiy Aleksandrovich and the assistant manager Ko Sergey. The
secretary of the sovkhoz party committee is V. Perepolkin. There are 25 rice cultivating
teams connected with three brigades which work on the basis of the collective trust
system, which was fi¡st introduced into the sovkhoz in 1982. After the application of this
system the cost of rice production decreased from 27.30 roubles to 23.55 per centner.
Leaders

of two of the brigades are Pak Pavel Mikhailovich and Kim Anatoliy

Afanas'yevich.
The sovkhoz received orders of the Circulating Red Flag of the Central Committee of
the Communist Party, of the Soviet Government, of the Central Soviet of All-Union
Trade Unions and of the Central Committee of the All-Union læninist Communist League
of Youth for the fulfilment of the plan for 1985. As for famous rice cultivators, the team
leader Kim Erast Alekseyevich and the p.rrty member Pak Vladimir Kharitonovich can be
mentioned. The No.l team leader Kim Roman and Li Andrey Yemsanovich are also
renowned. According to party members like Sin Yelizaveta, Cðn Afanasiy and M.
Novikova, the sovkhoz party committee did not pay enough attention to the education of
younger people, since the average age of rice cultivators is 45. In 1985 some party
members were dismissed due to violence, and 25 workers were detained on a charge
related to alcohol problems.

The area under sultivation is 1,800 hectares. 6,032 tonnes of rice were harvested in
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1985, instead of the planned5,220 tonnes. The No.l team harvested 5l.l centners per
hectare while the average for the sovkhoz was 44.5. This is the northemmost area of rice

cultivation in Kazakhstan. The Ushtobinskiy and Alakul'skiy cultivars are grown. The
Ushtobinskiy cultivar became general from the end of the 1960s.

Onions are also cultivated on the sovkhoz, and

it

engages in stock and poultry

breeding as well.234
2) The Sovkhoz named aîter Pravda

Generally speaking the 1984 harvest was good, the average yield being 45.1 centners per
hectare. The expected production for 1986 was 6,660 tonnes of rice. Still the results
obtained in rice cultivation were not satisfactory compared with other enterprises, the
reason for which, according to Son Konstantin, chief agronomist, Chai Yevgeniy,
agronomist in charge of plant preservation and other agronomists like E. Moldagulov and
Hwang Miron, might lie in a lack of principle, faulty policies and idleness.
Among the leading rice cultivators are Yun Sergey Grigoryevich, the manager of the
sovkhoz, Kang Viktor Vladimirovich and Yu Boris. Ko Sergey lvanovich, a meritorious
farmer of Kazakhstan, is the leader of the No. 2 rice cultivating team in charge of 1,050
hectares. Chief of the political education bureau is Cón Klavdiya and four propangandists
working for party education are Kim Karl Vasil'yevich, Ma Avramovich, Sók Nikolay
and Son Hyöl-bong. The weather in 1984 was relatively good. A number of difñculties
were evident in rice cultivation, especially the water problem. In order to solve this, it was
decided to reuse water by pumping it back to the paddies. The chief of the machine
repairing centre is An Gennadiy.
This sovkhoz was also expected to produce 4,400 tonnes of onions, 800 tonnes of
meat, 1,650 tonnes of milk and other products. Poultry is also bred.23s

3) The Experimental Farm named

af¡er Frunze

Of the 3,196 hecta¡es of cultivated land under the alternating collective system, paddies
occupy 1,800 hectares. The average yield in 1985 was 44.4 centners per hectare and the
expectation for 1987 is 47 centners. During the I lth five year plan 25,000 tonnes of rice
were sold to the state, instead of the planned 20,200 tonnes. The Ushtobíns&ly cultivars
are popular in this area. Altogether 22 teams are working. The manager of this farm is
Pak Nikolay Aleksandrovich, and the team leaders are Kang Nikolay Vladimirovich,
Hong Leonid, Lim Thai-sun, Kim Oleg Sergeyevich and others. V. A. Motorin was
elected as the secretary of the party committee at the end of 1985. The former manager,

Kim Kwang-su, died in 1985 at the

age of 61. Onions are planted and stock is also raised

on this fam-236
Besides these, the Karatal Experimental Farm is also in existence. It was mentioned as
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having cultivated early-maturing rice cultivars, but no further information was
discovered.23T
3.5.1.2. Alma-Ata Oblast
Rice cultivation is concentrated in the area beside the River lli in the Balkhash Rayon on
25,000 hectares of reclaimed land. Rice has been cultivated on the Akdala Plain since
1965, and nowadays there are hve sovkhozes cultivating rice in this region.

l) Bakbaktinskþ

Sovkhoz

On this sovkhoz, established in 1966, rice is considered to be the main grain crop, and the
area under cultivation is 4,050 hectares, this being the largest in Balkhash Rayon. The

amount to be sold to the stare in 1985 was 10,500 tonnes and in 198ó 9,000 ronnes.
Among team leaders Kim Vissa¡ion Aleksand¡ovich, Sin Petr Danilovich, Kim Ivan
Yakovlevich and others a¡e to be found. In 1974 Kim Aleksandr Timofeyevich, father of
Kim Vissarion Aleksand¡ovich, organized a family brigade on the sovkhoz for the first
time. Kim Vissa¡ion is a member of the Oblast Party Committee and the Oblast Committee
of the Communist Union. The party secretary of the Sovkhoz is K. M. Tuymabayev and
its manager is T. A. Ardabayev. Barley is also cultivated over an area of 1,300 hecrarcs,
with a yield of more than 500 ¡s¡¡s5.238
2) The Sovkhoz named after the 50th Anniversary of

tle October Revolution
Altogether rice is cultivated in 3,000 hectares of paddies. During the last five years, about
1,000 hectares of saline areas twere reclaimed as paddies. In 1984 the sovkhoz produced
10,100 tonnes of rice instead of the planned 9,000 tonnes. The average yield was 44.?
centners per hectare in 1985 which is the highest in the Balkhash Rayon. For example,
the yield of the No. 2 brigade, led by Nam Nikolay Ivanovich, was 55.2 cenrners per
hectare from 680 hectares in 1984. In 1985 this brigade cultivated about 900 hectares,
which is one third of the sovkhoz paddies. This brigade has increased producrion as
follows:
1982 1centners/Ta
1983 4g 'i,
1984 55 '|,
There are five rice cultivating brigades in all, and one of the leaders is Yu vladimi¡.

In order to save water, a new method was introduced. Thus water is reused in
paddies, which has meant a saving of almost 20lo and increased the harvest by 2-3
centners per hectare. The manager of the sovkhoz is Sin Gennadiy Hyonmunovich. As an
example of a rice cultivating team, we can take that led by Han Aleksandr Borisovich in
which Kazakhs, Russians and Germans arc working.239
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3.5. 1.3. Chimkent Oblast

Rice is cultivated in the southern part of this oblast, in the area surrounding the Chardara

Reservoir.

l)Voskhod Sovkhoz
It is situated in the Charda¡a Rayon. To take the case of So Lyudmila Pavlovna, she came
to this sovkhoz in 1966 with her husband, So Pavlovich, and four child¡en. They had
already organized a family cultivating team in 1971, producing 50 centners per hectare,
instead of 27 centners, from 113 hectares of saline paddies. ln 1972 Sö Lyudmila
received an Order of Labour Red Flag and her husband also received the Second and
Third Order of Labour Merit. The production of rice for 1982 was 33,000 tonnes.2'fo

2) Kommuniem Sovkhoz
It is situated in the Dzheltysay Rayon. Hó Petr Grigor'yevich (born 1950), leader of the
No. 5 team, has participated in reclaiming 800 hectares of saline virgin land. In 1984 the
sovkhoz reclaimed 145 hectares and produced 300 tonnes of rice. The brigade-leader of
the No.l brigade is Kim Valentin and the secretary of the party committee is
Imankulov.24l
3) Kazakhstan Sovkhoz

It was established in

an 80,000 hectare area of reclaimed land on the Chardara Plain. The

area under rice cultivation was 3,000 hectares

in

1984.242

3.5. 1.4. Kzyl-Orda Oblast

Kzyl-OrdaOblastproduces about7Í%o ofallthericeof Kazakhstaninanareaof almost
100,000 hectares. When Koreans were moved to Central Asía, they first began to
cultivate rice here. This is also the reason why Kzyl-Orda is called the'Rice Capital' in
Central Asia. There are a good number of sovkhozes and kolkhozes specializing in rice
cultivation, e.g. Avangard Sovkhoz, the Third International Kolkhoz, the Sovkhoz
named after Kalinin and others. Nearly all of these are situated in the vicinity of the
River Syr Darya. In the Chiili Rayon there âre 13 agricultural enterprises, six of them
cultivate rice.

l) Avangard Sovkhoz
This sovkhoz was transferred from the Far East in 1937 to the Chiili Rayon. Here Kim
Man-sam (born 1882, died Aug. 19, 1964, in Ussuriysk), a famous rice cultivator,
worked during the Second World War producing 150-172 centners per hectare. Kim
taught rice cultivation to the local Turkic people. For example, his pupil Ibrai Sahayev
from the neighbouring Kzyltu Sovkhoz became a double Hero of Socialist Labour.
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During the war Kim Man-sam and 16 other Koreans received the same title.
In 1985 the sovkhoz had 2,300 members making up 360 families of different
nationalities. The a¡ea under rice cultivation is 2,750 hectares, and rice production in
1985 was 76,600 centners instead of the planned 69,000 centners. The frst combine was
brought to the sovkhoz at the end of the 1950s, and now it owns I 13 tractors, 60 trucks,
90 combines and 250 other agricultural machines. There are five rice cultivating brigades
three of which are as follows:
a) Hö Chöng-se's brigade (the No. 2 brigade). Members: Hó Aleksandr, Pak German,
Kim Nadezhda, Pak Gavriil, Kim Georgiy, Hö Gennadiy, Yun Slava and others. Hö
Chöng-se was named brigade-leader after Cha Ki-söp. This brigade has 40 members of
different nationalities, and it cultivates 730 hectares. The yield ofrice expecred for 1985
was 60 centners per hectare.

b) Co Vasiliy Vasil'yevich's brigade (the No. 3 brigade). Members: Kim Tõk-han, Kim
Vladimir, Kvón Nikolay, Pak Arkadiy, Kvón Robert, Choi Vitaliy, Mun Vladimir
(altogether 3 cuhivators and29 mechanics). This brigade cultivates 738 hectares (1985)
and the expected yield was 6l centners per hectare, Co Vasiliy has cultivated rice for more
than thirty years. The brigade is also test cultivatin g the Krasnodarskiy cultivar, which
ripens about a week later than other cultivars but gives a better harvest.
c) Choi Magel's brigade (the No. 5 brigade). Members: Cu Anatoliy, Kim Yong-sun,
Yevgeniy Pavlov, Kim Thai-wön, Vasiliy Soloviyev, Amangeldy Sygindykov. The
other two brigades are led by Askarov and Alzanov.
The spring in 1985 came late, and at the end of August it rained heavily. The
sovkhoz manager Han Vitaliy Petrovich, who also speaks several of the languages of the
various nationalities living on the sovkhoz, said that success in rice ct¡ltivation lies in the
collective trust system. The party secretary of the sovkhoz is N. Aydarov. There are
around 180 members in the Communist Youth League of the sovkhoz, whose secretary is
Pak Mira Borisonova. The sovkhoz was awarded with orders of the Circulating Red Flag
of the Central Committee of the Communist Party, of the Soviet Government, of the
Cenral Soviet of the All-Union Trade Unions and of the Central Committee of the AllUnion Leninist Communist læague of Youth in 1977 and 1978. The leader of rhe female
cultivating team is Han Irina. The chief of the machine repair cenue is Kim Pavel.ø3
2) Gigant Kolkhoz
Situated in the

Chiili

Rayon, this kolkhoz is one of the oldest rice cultivating enterprises

in this region. The area under cultivation is 2,300 hectares, and there are six brigades.
The No. 5 brigade, led by Pak Yöng-nam, consists of 35 people of different nationalities
and guarantees 47-49 centners of rice from 450 hectares of paddies annually. Kang
Valentin leads the No. 2 brigade. In 1985 the kolkhoz produced 101,000 centners of rice
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instead of the planned 87,000. The manager of the kolkhoz is Sadvakas Balapanovich

Rysimbetov, and Hwang Konstantin Vasil'yevich is the chairman of the Executive
Committee of the Chiili Rayon People's Soviet.24
3) T he T hird I nternational Kolkhoz

This kolkhoz, situated in the Karmakchiy Rayon, was established in 1938. Of the 5,233
hectares of cultivated land, 2,850 hectares are rice paddies. There are the following six
brigades cultivating rice:
a) Kim Nikolay lvanovich's brigade (the No. 3 brigade). In 1985 this brigade consisted
of 36 people, and produced 53 centners per hectare from about 500 hectares. In the same
year it decided to introduce the alternating cultivating system. Kim Nikolay lvanovich,
receiver of an Order of Labour Red Flag, is a deputy member of the Kazakh Supreme
Soviet.

b) Kim Yðng-yun's brigade (the No. 4 brigade). This brigade consists of 37 people of
different nationâlities and cultivâtes 465 hectares. Kim Yöng-yun has received the Second
and Third Order of Labour Merit.
c) Chai Emlis's brigade (the No. 5 brigade). This brigade planned to produce 60 centners
per hectare from 400 hectares of paddies.
The other brigades are led by Kim Vladislav Semyonovich, Milis Arinov and Bulen
Butiye.
In 1984 the kolkhoz sold 10,200 tonnes of rice (planned 9,280 tonnes) to the state,
and 1,650 tonnes of seed rice were sent to other sovkhozes. 80,000 centners of rice were
sold to the state in 1985. In 1976 the collective trust system was introduced in this
kolkhoz and by 1983 all brigades were working under it. As a result of this system, the
production price ofrice percentnerdecreased from the planned 19 roubles to 17 roubles.
According to Kim Petr Antonovich, manager of the kolkhoz, the following marrers should
be guaranteed in order to improve the productivity of rice:
- advanced farming skills which include fenilizing, sowing and water control;
l3 different stages of work are needed from spring to autumn
- organizational skill; the brigade trust system had already been introduced
- mechanization of all processes from sowing to harvest.
Kim Petr Antonovich followed Chai Cöng-hak (1913-1983) as the manager. Kang Chölsu is an assistant manager. A small art goup is working on the kolkhoz, in which Kim
Lawentiy, Cón Yelizaveta and Aizagul Subatkhanova are active. Farmers of different
nationalities, e.g Kazakhs, Koreans, Russians, Ukrainians and Belorussians are working
together on this kolkhoz. Livestock is also raised. The kolkhoz has many times been
awarded with orders of the Circulating Red Flag of the Central Committee of the
Communist Party, of the Council of Ministers, of the Central Soviet of the All-Union
Trade Unions and of the Central Committee of the All-Union Communist League of
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Youth and has annually received awards from ¡he Oblast Party Committee, Oblast
Executive Committee, Oblast Soviet of Trade Unions and the Oblast Committee of the
Communist læague sf ]su¡þ.2a5

4)

The Sovkhoz named after Kalinin
This sovkhoz is situated in the Dzhalagash Rayon. 160,000 centners of rice from 3,100
hectares of paddies were sold to the state in 1985. The No. 5 brigade, led by Kim Yefrem
and consisting of 27 people, produced 56 centners of rice from about 400 hectares,
instead of the planned 44.5, in 1985. Kim Yefrem was named leader after Kim
Aleksandr, a famous rice cultivator in the oblast. Kim Yefrem is a deputy member to the
Rayon People's Soviet and has received the Order of Honour Designation. Kim Chang-

yön is the head of the Trade Union Committee of the sovkhoz. The collective trust system
was introduced in the sovkhoz in 1983. The chief engineer is Li Klim Denisovich and its
manager is Saksibay Manzaripov. The sovkhoz owns 1,600 cows.246

In addition to the above-mentioned, there are the following sovkhozes and kolkhozes
cultivating rice in Kzyl-Orda Oblast: Terenozekskiy Sovkhoz, the Sovkhoz named after

Dzhambul, the Sovkhoz named after the 50th Anniversary of the Kazakh SSR,
Toguzkenskiy Sovkhoz, Uzgentskiy Sovkhoz, Kelintyubinslcry Sovkhoz, Tonkurs
Sovkhoz, the Kolkhoz named after Sahayev, Madeniet Kolkhoz, Chirkeilskiy Sovkhoz,

Tunkeris Kolkhoz, the Sovkhoz named after Abay,,4/csa Sovkhoz, Leninskiy
Sovkhoz, Kzyltu Sovkhoz, Sadarinskiy Sovkhoz, the Sovkhoz named after the
Kazakhstan Leninist Communist League of Youth and ll'ich Sovkhoz.uT
3.5.2. Uzbekistan
Rice cultivation was developed in the Knrakalpak ASSR, Khorezm Oblast, Syr-Darya
Oblast and Tashkent Oblast with the aid of the irrigation system which is possible in areas
adjacent to the River Amu Darya and the upper course of the Syr Darya. A recent
tendency shows that enterprises cultivating rice are steadily increasing in size.

3.5.2.1. The Karakalpak ASSR
It is known that there exist 19 specinl sovkhozes for rice cultivation within the republic.

l) The Sovkhoz named after the 50th Anniversary of the All-Union l¿ninist Communist
League ofYouth.
It is situated in the Nukus Rayon. The water problem was severe between the end of May
and the end of June, 1986. The brigade led by Cöng Yong-hwan consists of 19 members
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and cultivates 170 hect¿ues. They aimed to produce at least 50 centners per hectare instead

of the planned 43. A mechanic, Kim Boris, and

a cook, Kim Küm-sun, also work in this
Yong-hwan
is
holder
a
brigade. Cöng
of the Second and Third Order of Labour Vtsri¡.2a8

Among other sovkhozes the following can be mentioned (Rayon): Raushan (Kungrad),
Rossiya (Nukus), Sovet Uzhekis¡a¿ and Takhtakupyr (Takhtakupyr). The Uzros-59
cultivar is grown on Ros.rþa 5on¡¡s".2a9
3.5.2.2. Khorezm Oblast
In 1984 the oblast sold more than 95,000 tonnes

of grain to the state, to which the
following sovkhozes and kolkhozes have contributed considerably: Al Khorezmi
Sovkhoz (Khanka Rayon), Bagal Sovkhoz (Bagat Rayon), Gulistan andYangiabad
Sovkhozes (Gurlen Rayon) and KommunizmKolkhoz (Gurlen Rayon). At Khorezm
Oasis rice is cultivated over an area of 20,000 hectares.

l) Al Khorezmi Sovkhoz
This sovkhoz is situated in the middle of the Khorezm Oasis region, surrounded by the
Kzyl-Kum and Kara-Kum deserts. Due to its situation there is a strong wind in winter
but, on the other hand, it is exremely hot in summer. This kind of weather often causes
unexpected complications for rice cultivation. In 1985, for example, after the rice had
been sown, a strong wind blew and the rice sprouts floated to the surface of the water,
which necessitated resowing in around 207o of the paddies. In autumn just before the
harvest, the wind knocked the rice stalks down. This, in turn, made it necessary to
harvest by hand instead of by machine. In 1986 the water shortage has caused
considerable trouble, The sowing of rice usually stans at the beginning of May on this
sovkhoz.
The area under rice cultivation is 3,700 hectares, from which it was expected that
26,000 tonnes of rice would be harvested in 1985. The brigade led by Kim Konstantin
Pavlovich (born 1920), who has worked on the sovkhoz since 1969, consists of 34
members and produced 68 centners of rice per hectare in 1985. This brigade has
cttltivated the Avangard cultivar since 1984. The brigade led by Pak lvan takes care of
144 hectares of paddies. The sovkhoz has produced 204,000 centners of rice and also
cultivated the Uzros-S9 cultivar.
The manager of the sovkhoz is Kim Nikolay Vasil'yevich, Hero of Socialist
Labour, the assistant manager is Madrim Sabirovich Sabirov. In the No. 17 middle
school of the sovkhoz approximately 20 teachers are working: Yun Vikentiy (school
master), Kim Galina Yeliseyevna (biology since 1968), Kim Irina Sergeyevna (Russian
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and literâture since 1972), Cóng lrina Nikolayevna (chemistry and biology since 1960),
Kim Lyudmila Petrovna and Farkhad Baltayevich Urunov (since 198J).zso
2) Begovat Sovkhoz

Organized in 1977 in a former desert area, it is situated in the Urgench Rayon. The area
was originally only sand. The work of changing sandy soil into cultivated paddies has
been done by bringing earth from other areas. Pak Yakov, leader of a brigade, said that
people here have leamed how to cultivate rice on sandy land even if it is impossible to
build a house there. In this area water soaks into the ground instead of flowing. The
difference from other areas lies in the fact that the clayish wâter of the Amu Darya leaves
rich silt behind it. For example, th¡ee paddies lying side by side yield different amount of
rice, with the third producing least. At first farmers did not know about this phenomenon.
The cultivated area is about 1,200 hectares. According to the latest article (LK 1986
Nov. 6), planted paddies were 716 hectares, of which it was possible to cultivate only 576
hectares because of water problems. It was expected that I,200 tonnes of rice would be
sold to the state. The first year had brought only 14 centners per hectare. In 1985, the
average yield was 40 centners and the sovkhoz sold 4,284 tonnes of rice to the state.
During the llth five-year plan the sovkhoz sold a total of 16,000 tonnes of rice to the
state. The manager is Kim Radomir Nikolayevich, son of Kim Nikolay Vasil'yevich who
is the manager of Al Khorezmi Sovkhoz and a deputy member of the Supreme Soviet of
Uzbekistan. Brigades are led by Choi Nikolay (born 1925, the No. 6 brigade), Li Læonid,
Cang Grigoriy (the No. I brigade). Cang's brigade consists of 24 people and cultivates
79 hectares. Kang Yðng-hwan, Cu Lyudmila, Cðng Andrey, Kudargen Yeschanov,
Kadyr Kazakov, Bekmet Khudaykulov and others belong to Choi's brigade. In 1985
also, some tens of hectares of desert area were reclaimed. Before sowing and after the rice
germinated, nitrogen, phosphorus and kalium fertilizers were used.25l
3) Gulistan Sovkhoz

Until 1976 the sovkhoz specialized in cotton cultivation, but now it cultivates rice, too.
The time suitable for sowing is between April 25 and May 10. During the summer the
paddies are weeded three times and the herbicides Saturn and Propanid are also used.
The weather in this area is unexpectedly changeable, sometimes spring being cold,
summer dry and autumn rainy. In l9tì4 spring arrived late, and, at the time when the rice
germinated, the temperature \ryas very low. The area under cultivation is thought to be
2,000 hectares. During the years l98l-1983, 327,000 tonnes of rice were sold to the
state. The planned yield for 1985 was 14,000 tonnes. The Uzros-S9 and Avangard
cultivars were planted.
The brigade led by Kim Po-ik (born 19l l) consists of 22 people and produced 70
centners per hectare in 1985. Kim has been a member of the Communist Party for more
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than fony years. Sin Filipp, son of Sin Chang-hwa, who has cultivated rice for 25 years,
leads a brigade consisting of 20 people in charge of 50 hectares. The expected yield was

58.3 centners for 1985. In Sin's brigade there are, among others, Kim Anatoliy,
Omanbai Kabulov, Cusan Yuldasev and Cang Klara. Hwang Yakov Vasil'yevich works
as the chief engineer. The brigade, led by Ham Fyodor Grigor'yevich, consists of 30
people of different nationalities. This brigade has reclaimed virgin land and produced
more than 55 centners per hectare in 1984. The No. 5 brigade of the No.

I

Branch, led by

of 8l hectares
of 32 peoples, among whom there are Kim Semyon, Li Cang-sön, Hwang
Kai-bong, Li Vyacheslav, Li Sergey, Ibragim Haitzanov and Narym Yermerov, etc. The
branch chiefs are Yu Aleksey and Pak Miron. The manager is Kim Sergey

Lyu Hyðn-dðk, who

has cultivated rice more than 20 years, is in charge

and consists

Timofeyevich.252

4)Yangíaryk Sovkhoz
Established in 7977, it is situated in the Yangiaryk Rayon. In 198ó the sovkhoz sold
2,560 tonnes of rice to the state, but due to water problems, about 200 hectares \ryere not
well cultivated. The whole cultivated area is 1,030 he¿tares. The manager has been Han
AleksandrSergeyevich since 1980. The average yields (in centners) ofthe last few years
are as follows: 26 (1982), 28 (1983), 30 (1984), 32 (1985), 30 (1986). Six brigades are

working. The brigade led by Ha Leonid cultivates 90 hectares. Nariman Omanov and
Ruzmet Yadgarov also lead brigades. The chief of the No.l branch is Kim Nikolay
Vasil'yevich. In 1984 rice cultivation suffered from a water shortage.ã3
Besides the above-mentioned, the following sovkhozes grow rice: Lenin (Khazarasp

Rayon, cultivates Uzros-S9 and Avangard cultivars), Bagat (Bagat Rayon) and
Karakum (Khiva Rayon). on the Kommunizm Kolkhoz, choi Pong-chun, holder of the
order of Lenin, can be mentioned as a team leader. on this kolkhoz the Avangard
cultivar is plants¿.254
3.5.2.3. Syr-Darya Oblast
l) Solikor Sovkhoz
During the I lth five-year plan the sovkhoz sold 10,500 tonnes of rice to the state. The
area under cultivation is 2,500 hectar€s, and the average yield was 45 centners per hectare
in 1985. The brigades led by Pak rrofim ( No. a) and Nabiasanov (No. 3) produced ?0
centners/hectare in 1985. The chief of the Trade Union Committee is A. Tangribergenev.
Cang Makar and Kim Viloriy also lead brigades.ss
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2)The Sovkhoz named after the 50th Anniversary of the USSR
This sovkhoz is situâted in the Voroshilov Rayon. Li Vladimir led a team with a
production of 75 centners per hectare

i¡

lpgl.2se

3.5.2.4. Tashkent Oblast
Rice cultivation is concentrated in the southem part of the Oblast near the River Syr
Darya, and in the northern part, in the area adjoining the River Chirchik which flows into
the Charvakskiy Reservoir. 30-40 years ago rice was the main agricultural product in the

oblast, but nowadays only two sovkhozes, i.e. the Sovkhoz named after the 40th
Anniversary of the October Revolutíon and the Sovkhoz named after Kalinin, still
cultivate rice. The others have changed from rice to, among other things, kenaf.

l) The Sovkhoz named after

the 40th Anniversary of the October Revolution

It is situated in the Bekabad Rayon. This sovkhoz was established in 1965, especially to
cultivate rice. At the moment 3,020 hectares of paddies are cultivated by 36 brigades,
Among the advanced brigades those which are led by Yun Yakov Grigor'yevich (born
l9l2),Li Andrey, Hwang Nikolay Vasil'yevich, Khurmata Abdunazarova and orhers can
be mentioned. These brigades produce 65-70 centners of rice per hectare instead of the
planned 49. In 1985 and 1986 spring came late and the sovkhoz again suffered from a
shortage of water. Harvest usually starts on September 20 and finishes on october 20.

Yun Yakov, member of the Communist Party since 1940, came to this rayon as early as
in 1938 and has been cultivating rice for 50 years. 16 people, e.g. Sin Nina, Pang
Yekaterina, Li Andrey Ivanovich and Abdulmalik Salayev belong to his brigade which
has 95 hectares of paddies. Yun Yakov has seven child¡en. The No.1 brigade cultivates
712 hectares. The expected harvest for the sovkhoz in 1986 was 1,600 tonnes, of which
1,200 tonnes wer€ to be sold to the state. On this sovkhoz rice is planted by hand because
seeds do not sink deep enough when machine planted. O Roman, Pak Roman and pak
Cai-min are also advanced rice cultivators.2ST
2) The Sovkhoz named afrcr Kalinin
It is situated in the Galabinskiy Rayon. The area under cultivation was 1,670 hectares in
1983 and in all 13 brigades are working. The average yield was 55 cenrners in 1982.

Errors committed in 1984 were admitted: the sowing of the rice was delayed and the
growth of rice was not controlled well. Accordingly the noÍrn was fulfilled only with

difficulty. Rice is now harvested by combines, whereas it

was done by mobilizing around

3,000 workers and students until 1982. Livestock is also bred. The party secretary is
Pang Levmir. One of the brigades is led by Thai Valeriy.2ss
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3) The KolkÁozZarya Konununizma

Rayon. When An Sö-myon (born 1914), chief
agronomist, began to work as a brigade-leader on the kolkhoz in 1946, there were only
old people, \ilomen and children living there. At that time rice was cultivated manually. In
1948 Koreans on the then Polyarnaya Zarya earned the title of Heroes of Socialist

It is also situated in the Galabinskiy

Labour. The kolkhoz received its present name in 1962, and Han Valentin Andreyevich,
Hero of Socialist Labour, became its leader.
Among the workers who contributed to the development of the kolkhoz at the start
are, Hó Tan-jik, double receiver of the Order of Lenin, Kim llya, Hero of Socialist
Labour and Cin Chang-yðn, the f,rrst manager of the kolkhoz. Sö Chang-se is chief of the
cultural and social management department. Pang lævmir Davidovich, who worked as the
secretary of the party committee on the Sovkhoz named after Kalinin from 1983 to 1986,
was elected manager in 1986.ãe
4) The Kolkhoz named after Kim Pyöng-hwa
Situated in the middle of the Chirchik Rayon. Brigades are led by, among others, Hwang
Semyon and Li Grigoriy. Some brigades have produced 70-80 centners per hectare in
1985. Hö Fyodor, who has already worked for 20 years as a rice cultivator, has been
leading a team for the last ten years. Sin Semyon, An Valeriy, Lim Olya, Kim Tat'yana
and others are working in this team.2o
5) The Kolkhoz S¿v¿rnyy Mayak
Situated in rhe middle of the Chirchik Rayon. The brigade led by Ci Raisa cultivates 100
hectares of paddies and planned to produce 80 centners of rice per hectare in 1986. The

mânager is Ko Sergey Stepanovich and the chief agronomist Hwang Vasiliy
Borisovich.The kolkhoz consists of around 5,000 people of different nationalities;
Uzbeks, Russians, Koreans and Kazakhs, etc. Since 1983 a water pipeline has been
built, and gas deliveries started. Besides rice, cotton is cultivated (1,410 hectares) and
kenaf (680 hectares). The area under cultivation often suffers from a shortage of water.
Sometimes it even snows in Mil'ch.26l
6) The Kolkhoz named '¿f¡er Akhunbabayev
Situated in the middle of the Chirchik Rayon. BrigadeJeader Kim Cin-sôp (born 1927)
has been working on this kolkhoz since 1943 when it was called 3.8. Kolkhoz. At that

time the yield was only 20-25 centners per hectare. In 1946 Kim Cin-söp obtained the
brigade-leader position with 30 hectares. Cón Nikolay is also working in this brigads.262
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7) The Sovkhoz named aîter Maulyanov

Situated in the Bekabad Rayon. This sovkhoz consists of six branches. Cotton is the
principal crop, but also rice is produced to some extent. The brigade led by Hwang
Roman, who has been cultivating rice for more than 20 years, planned to produce 40.4
centners per hectare in 100 hectares ofpaddies. Since the sovkhoz has not specialized in
rice cultivation, only threshing is mechani7ed.263
3.5.3. Turkmenia

Rice is cultivated in the Nothern part of Tashauz Oblast in the area adjacent to the
tributaries of the Amu Darya.

l)

The Sovkhoz named after the 22nd Party Congress

It was established in the Oktyabr'skiy Rayon in 1964 by reclaiming reed fields and saline
land. The manager is Kang Kliment. In 1983 the brigade led by Dubsenov cultivated 200
hectares with a yield of 40 centners per hectare.2ú

2) The Sovkhoz named after the 23rd Party Congress

Situated in the Leninskiy Rayon. The area under cultivation is 2,421 heclares. The
cultivar Krasnodar was grown, but failed. It was replaced by Uzros-S9. The average
yield on this saline soil was 40 centners per hectare in 1983. One of the brigades is led by

An Anatoliy.265
3.5.4. Tadzhikistan

Mountains cover 93vo of the land area in Tadzhikistan. But, in order to develop
agriculture, irrigation has been carried out on a large scale. For example, during the I lth
five-year plan 46,000 hectares of land have been reclaimed. Traditionally Tadzhikistan is
one of the main cotton producing republics. Besides this, wheat, rice and maize, etc. are
also cultivated. Since rice is a staple food for Tadzhiks, Uzbeks, Koreans and other
nationalities, the importance of rice has increased. During the last seven years more than
1,000 hectares of land have bee n reclaimed, of which 700 hecta¡es became rice paddies.
Rice cultivating areas lie in the southern part of Kurgan-Tyube and Kulyab oblasts very
close to the Soviet-Afghanistan border.

l) The Specialized Rice Cultivating Sovkhoz named after the 60th Anniversary ctf the
Border Guard Army of the USSR
Established in April, 1978, by rwenty young people led by Ci Aleksey Ivanovich
downstream on the River Pyandzh in the Kumsangir Rayon of Kurgan-Tyube oblast, it
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has sold 8,824 tonnes of rice to the state during
the I I th five-year plan. 50 hectares were
reclaimed in the fi¡st year and 80 hectares in the second
y"ur. îh" first thr." years did not
bring very considerabre results, which caused some
people to leave. The Karadum
Desert, which covers tens of thousands
of hectare, is situated in the rayon. About 1,000
hectares of this desen will be reclaimed
before 1990. At that time it is expeced that this
will produce more than 10,000 tonnes of rice, while the production
was 2,315 tonnes in
1985 (2,600 tonnes in 1984) from 690 hectares
of paddies. In 1984 the yield of rice was
40-45 centners per hectare. In this area the temperature
sometimes goes up to 45_4goc
during summer.

In the nea¡ future a sovkhoz centre will be established
which
300-400 families. The main rice curtivators are Kim
Marek,

will include around
Li Afanasiy, ci yuriy, Ko

vissarion, Mun Ruslan, Anatoliy plugin, Iosif and
Franch Lyuch, Hisari Abdusatarov,
cang Boris and viktor Bonzug, etc. The brigade led
yuriy

by ci
cultivates 325 hecrares.
The manager is ci Aleksey Ivanovich, receiver
of the order of Meritorious Designation
for the harvest of 1983. The party secretary is song
Nikolay. There are Russians,
ukrainians, Kazakhs, cermans, Tadzhil<s, uzbeks,
Koreans and ratars, etc. working on
the sovkhoz' This is the only firmly established
rice cultivating sovkhoz in Kurgan-Tyube
oblast' The family brigade system has also been
inroduced. The sovkhoz grows some
other grains than rice and breeds pigs to some
extent (about 300

in

19g5).266

2) Surkhob professional Rice Cultivating
Sovkhoz
started ro reclaim land in 1964, i¡is situated in
rhe parkhar Rayon of Kulyab oblast. The
area under rice cultivation is 1,900 hectares
and during the l2th five_year plan it is
expected that around 1,000 hectares of paddies
will be reclaimed near rhe rivers

Kzylsu

and Pyandzh, when the expected yield of
rice will be 15,000 ronne.s annuaily. The
sovkhoz produces one third of the rice in Tadzhikistan.
In spite of severe

winds, floods
and an earthquake, in l9g5 the sovkhoz produced
6,500 tonnes of rice instead of rhe
expected 4,500 tonnes. Mun varentin Afanas'yevich,
chief agronomist, Kim yevgeniy,

leader of the No.l brigade and choi sergey,
a mechanic, contributed meritoriously,
Mun
valentin Afanas'yevich has been working for
more than 20 years on the sovkhoz and
received the order of Meritorious Designation,
the order of

Order of Peope's Friendship and other medals.
The No. I brigade' led by Kim yevgeniy and
hectares. The No. 5 brigade, red by
hectares with an expected yield of

the Labour Red Frag, the

consisring of 30 peopre, cultivares 570

Kim Mikhail Grigor;yevictr, is^in charge of 400
60 centners per hectare for lgg5. A mechanic,
Li
Trofim, is working in this brigade. The brigade
led by Kim Boris consists of 37 people
of
different nationarities such as Koreans, uzbeks,
ukainians and Russians, etc. one of the
other brigades is led by An Gennadiy. on this
sovkhoz for the firsnime in the republic,
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an experimental farming method

of annual double cultivation has been applied. This

means that in autumn wheat is sown and the following year in June, immediately after the

wheat harvest, rice is cultivated in the same field. This multiple cropping was practised in
200 hectares of fields, and this was expected to produce l0O centners ofcrops, with 47
centners of wheat and the rest being rice for 1986. This new method of multiple cropping
is quickly spreading to other parts of the southem area.

The collective trust system has been introduced. The manager is Kim Petr
Grigor'yevich, deputy to the Supreme Soviet of the Tadzhik SSR and Candidate of
Agricultural Sciences. The sovkhoz owns more than 50 tractors, 45 rice combineharvesters and 35 trucks.2ó?
3) The Paddy-Washing Sovkhoz
This sovkhoz is not stationed in one area, but moves from place to place in Kurgan-Tyube

Oblast. That is why it is also called the Moving Sovkhoz. In 1985 it washed the saline
land of the Shaartuz Rayon. After washing fields, the sovkhoz cultivates vegetables,
fodder and rice, staying in a place for 2-3 yeârs at most . When the fields have been well
washed, they are given to cotton cultivators.

The leaders of the sovkhoz asked for it to be put under the auspices of the Ministry

of Land Reformation and Reconstruction of the Tadzhik SSR, which the National
Planning Board promised to accept. The main work of the sovkhoz is not production, but
the washing of saline land. Still, the sovkhoz has produced rice and sold 300 tonnes of it

to the state in 1983, and 455 tonnes in 1984. In 1985 the area of paddies under cultivation
was extended to 550 hectares.

The brigade led by Kim Petr lvanovich produced 18 centners ofrice per hectare in
1985. Brigades led by Li Semyon and Kim Vladislav were prominent in enabling the use

of saline lands within a year. Other rice cultivators are Kim Vladimir, Kim Gavriil, Kim
Dmitriy, Pak Vladimir, etc.268
NOTES
189. Cf. note 38.

l90.Bo^oÀ¡{H, p.90.Panchenko

says that

in l9l? rice cultivation

was begun in the Suchanskiy

Rayon of the Fa¡ East not by Chinese but by Koreans and thar in the 1920s it sprcad to other areas there.
He also mentions tJ¡at ricc was at first cultivated cxclusivcly by Koreans and that later Russians wcre also
engaged in it through Koreans @axueuxo, p. 3-4).
l9l. Ibid. p. 89.
192. Rice cultivation is carried out in the Sarpa area of the Kalmyk ASSR. It has also been reported ùåt
rice is cunently cultivated in thc Maritime Rcgion, too, and Lenin Kichi wrote as follows: ".,. Rice is
also a staple crop in Primorskiy Kray. Here areas for rice paddies arc continuously expanding, In addition
to this, rice cultivating sovkhozes have been recently formed. At the same time, great attention is paid to
tle improvement of the paddy-fields. In such old sovkhozes as Zhemchuzhnyy and Avangard, ricc
paddies are also being improvcd." (1983 May 12,p.2). Befo¡e thc Ocober Revolution in Russia, rice was
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known to have been cultivatcd in Turkcstan (present Central Asia) and Trans-Caucasia lSaidokpon
(Caraniúi),p.401.

LK 1982lan.7,p.3.
LK 1984 Apr.25,p.2.
l95.LK 1983Aug.2O,p.2. Accordingtoareccntarticlein LeninKìchi, ùeamountof thericeharvest
193.
194.

in the Soviet Union secms to be the same in 1986, i.e. around 3 million tonnes. The rice paddies of the
Soviet Union make up O3% of the world's total with about one million hectares. The amount of rice
produced in Central Asia seems to have decreased by 20% bccause priority was given to cotton production
(LK 1987 Jan. 17, p. 3).
196. LK l98l June 10, p. 3.
197. LK 1984 March 30, p. 3.

198. The word l¡akbaktinsliy comes fro¡n úe Kazakh bak-baÊ 'dandclion' but, on the other hand, il
could also mean 'to fonn an orchard'(LK 1982 Oct. 12, p. 2).
199, In thc marshland area near Lake Khanka in thc border rcgion bctwcen the Soviet Union and China in
himorskiy lftay, fully-fledged rice cultivation has becn in progress sinc¡ 196ó. Belween 1975-1980 fivc
sovkhozes spec.ializing in ricc cultivation have been esublished and the land undcr cultivation is known
to bo 42,000 hecBres. Perhaps this area is the nothcmmost rcgion of ricc cultivation in the Far East.
200. LK 1983 4pr.28,p.2.
201. LK 1984 Fcb.29.
202. LK 1983 May 27 , p. 2. The original name of the article in Korean is "Pyõphajong'úi Yöngnong
Kisure T'aihatö".
203. One centn¿r coÍespnds to 100 kg.
204. In July, 1984, the writer had an opportunity to visit a ricc cultivating area near Adana in the
southern part ofCentrat Turkey, where the weather and natural conditions very much resemble those of
Sovier Ccntral Asia. and confirmed ùat they were using thc same mcthod of sowing rice therc as in
Soviet Central Asia.
205. LK 1983 May 29,p.3.
206. LK 1983 May 27,p.2.

207.LK 1982 May 12, p. l.
LK 1984 Feb. 21, p. 3. The original

208.

name of the articlc in Korean is "Sönjin Pyö Caibaiöpca".

2W.LK 1984 March 30, p. 3.
210. LK 1983 Aug.20,p.2.
2l l. It is casy to see that rice cultivation is ha¡d work in the Soviet Union, judging f¡om thc following:
".,. Of course the work of rice cultivators has become much casier than before. However, the job of
cultivating rhis crop remains, as yct, onc ofthc ha¡dest lasks." (LK 1983 May I, p. 3).
2l2.LK 1983 Oct. 7, p. l.
2l3.LK 1986 July 12,p.2, Nov. 6, p. 3, Nov. ll, p. l, Nov. 12, p. 2, Nov. 27,p.2, Dec. 6, p. l.

LK 1983 Oct.2l, p. l.
LK 1986 Fcb. 5, p. 2, Nov. 12, p. l,
216.LK 1986 May I, p. l,4u9.26,p.2.

214.
215.

Dec. 10, p. 2.

2l7.LK

1986 Sept. 4, p. 2.
1986 Feb. 5, p,3.
219. In Russian it is called "Epnra,anxü no.qprÀ".
220.LK 1983 Apr. 22,p.3.
22t.LK 1983 Apr. 2O,p.2.
222. LK 1983 Apr. 22, p. 3.
223. LK 1984 June 26, p. 3. One conøete example from Tadzhikistan: if a brigadc produces more than
40 centners per hectâre for 4-5 years successively, an additional wage of 50% is guaranteed. But the
additional wage for one person is not valid for longer than one and a half months per cultivating season
(LK 1986, Sept.27, p.3).
224. LK 198ó Dec. 13, p,2, For the case of the family rice cultivating team of Só Lyudmila Pavlovna

218.

LK
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the Voskhod Sovkhoz in Chimkcnt Oblast, see 3.5. | .3.
225. LK 1984 March 27, p. 2.

o¡

226.rbid.
According to Ko Moisey, chief of the departmcnt of tcchnical proccsscs of rice cultivation in the Uzbek
Rice Cultivation Science Rescarch Institute, the yield of rice has hardly surpassed 4548 centncrs per
hectâre during the first half of the 1980s because in Uzbckistan, thc samc paddics havc bccn cultivated for
10 years or more continuously without int¡oducing thc altcrnating cultivation systsm. But 200-250 kg of
mineral fcrtiliz¡r and 100- 150 kg of nitrogen fertilizer were used per heca¡e. This decreased thc efficicncy
of the fenilizers. Ko Moisey suggests the altcrnativc cultivation of ricc and lucernc. For example, in
paddics where lucemc was planted and three years laær rice again. in this case Av¿ngard cultivar, the
yield was 80-85 ccntners per hectare without thc usc of mincral fcrtilizer, Besides this, in paddies whcrc
luceme was once planted, weeds did not grow. Weeds like millet also were removed by using .9aturn
herbicide at 8-10 kg per hectare. There was a casc in the Chirchik Sæppc wherc the yield of lucerne was
150 ccnlners per hectâre in paddies which hatl been left to lie fallow, while normal paddies pro<iucc only
70-80 centncrs. Anoûcr advantage of the alternating cultivation lics in the fact that the irrigation network
can be cleaned meanwhile. (LK 1985 Aug, 20, p. 2)
227. LK 1987 Jan. 17, p. 3.
228. LK 1983 June 22, p. 3. Thc original name of the a¡ticle in Korcan is "Kwahagli Hyöpco Íla'e".
229.The names ofrice cultiva¡s and ricc brccdcrs in this part may differ from thcir rcal oncs because they
are nanscribcd from úe forms in Korean script.

230, Kuban-3 cultivar was propagated in Krasnodarskiy Kray and cultivated in Krasnodar Oblast. This
cultivar ripens quickly and cndures low temperatures well, thus differing ftom Dubovskiy-|29. Bul
Kuban-3 lodges easily, especially when it bcgins to ripen. This make,s harvest by machinc roublesome
and in this casc the grains are not matured enough. The pcrccntagc of the yield is il-68% and thc fînal
yield 68-70%, which is lower ùan Dubovskiy-129 (LK 1986 Feb. 5, p, 3). There is also theAvangørd
cultivar in Central Asia. It has not a good tastc, but it does not lodge easily. This cultivar endures
drought well and ripens a week earlier than Uzros-S9 (LK 1986 Fcb. 12, p. 2, Nov. 27, p. 2). Among
oûer cultivars, the Magister species, which also ripens a week eârlier tha¡ l|zros-59, can be mentioned
(LK 1986 Feb. 12, p. 2).
231. LK 1984 Apr. 25,p.2.
232.LK 1982 Jan. 7,p.3. The name of thc book is"The Collectivization of Ricc Cultivation in
Kazakhstan".
233. The names of non-Korcans in this part may diffcr from thcir rcal ones because they are transcribcd
from the forms in Korcan script.
234.LK 1983 Scpt, 9, 1984 May 29, June 26, Ocl 4, Nov. 23, t9S5 Jan.
Feb. 19, May I and 4,
lgly 24, Sept.20, Oct. 7, 16 and 17, Nov. 12 and 20, Dcc. 25, 1986 Ma¡ch 18, June 15, Sept. 9 and t0.
235.LK 1984 Feb. 9, Sept. 15, Oct. 4, 1985 Feb. 8,May 22,1986 Jan. 4 and24, March 21.
236. LK 1983 Oct. 7 and 21, 1984 Ocr. 4, l9E5 Oct. 5 and 30, Nov, 23, t986 Jan. 3, Apr. 15, Ocr. 30,

ll,

Nov.

14.

237.LK

1982 Oct. 26.
238. LK 1983 Oct. 5, 1984 March 30, 1985 June
Aug.6, Spet.28, Ocr. 16, 1986 Fcb.6, Sept.25,
Oct, 25.
239.LK 1983 Sept. 22.1985 Sept. 28, Ocr. 23, 198ó Aug. 5 and26.
240. LK 1982 Oct.26, 1985 April 17.

ll,

24l.LK

1985 April 18.
242.LK 1984 March 30.
243.LK 1966 July 3, 1982 Oct. 26,1983 July 9, Ocr. 7, 1984 Ocl 4, 1985 Feb. 26, March 12 and22,
April 10, May 16, June 13 and 26, Aug. 14, Dcc.4, t986 Feb. 5, March 19, Aug. 12, Ocr. 2,3 and 30.

A4.LR

1983 Oct. 7, 1985 Dec. 4, 1986 J¿rn. 3.
1983 April 16 and 20, 1985 Feb. 28, March 26, April 25,May 22 and29, Junc 19 urd 22,Iuty
27, Arg,22and23, Sept. 20, Nov. 6, 19 and23,Dec. 18 and2'¡.,1986 Fcb. l3 and 25, March lB, May
11, Junc 12.
246.LK 1984 May 16, 1985 July 18, Sept. 25, Ocr. 15, 1986 Jan. t7, Feb. ó, Aprit 5.

45.LK
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3. RICE

CULTIVATION

247.LK

1982 Sept.20, Oct.2, 1983 April 13 and22, Sept.2, 1984 March 30, 1985 Nov.6, 1986
April 30, June 17, Oct. tB and 22.
248. LK 1986 Aug.9.
249.LK 1983 April2l and23.
250. LK 1982 Oct. 2,1983 lan.27,1985 April 26,May 2A and3l, Iuly 17, Sept. 2?, 1986 Junc 5,
July 10, Nov. l.
251. LK 1985 May 17, Aug. 7, 1986 Jan. 30, April 26, May l. Sept. ll, OcL 4, Nov, 6.
252.LK 1983 Jan 27,1984 May 9, Oct. 27, Nov. 3, Dec. 4, 1985 March 13, Sept. 12, Dec. 19, 1986
Oct.29, Nov. ll.
253.LK 1984 Nov. 16, 1985 Dec.2l, 1986 Nov. 27.
254.LK 1983 Jan. 27, 1985 Sept. 10, Dec. 21, 1986 Nov. 12.

LK 1984 July 12,1985 Dec. 13.
256.LK 1982 Atug.27.
257. LK 1985 Aug. 9, Dcc. 3, 1986 May 30, Sept. 30, Ocr. 10.
255.

258.

LK

259,LK
260.
261.

LK

LK
262.LK
263. LK

1983 May I, 1985 Nov.20.
1985 May 18, Dec. U, 1986 Jan.9, June 6.
1986 April 2, June2.1..
1985 June 27,Ituly l0 and 13; 1986 April 25, Sept. 16.
1985 May 22.
198ó July 12.

2g.LKt98'4 Jme22.
265.LK
266.LK
267.LK

1982 Feb.9, 1984 May ló.
1982 Aug. 27;1985 Dec. 7; 1986 Jan. 4, Oct. 10.
1982 Doc. 25; 1984 Oct. 12; 1985 June I and 15, Feb. 19, Aug. 6, Oct.

22, Sept. 4.
268.

LK

1985 May 21, Dec. 18.
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1986 June 26, Aug.

